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Much recent research in computer vision has been aimed at the recognition
of objects from scenes. Perceptual grouping has demonstrated its
importance in creating descriptions of objects. Elementary edge descriptors
*
are grouped into more complex structures based on relations such as
proximity, parallelism, symmetry, and junction. However, exact
determinations of these relations are impossible, because the relation is
naturally uncertain and the output of low-level processing is not perfect. In
this paper, an edge finding scheme based on fuzzy perceptual grouping is
introduced. The geometrical relations are considered as fuzzy relations.
The grouping operations that are based upon the fuzzy relations are
discussed. The results of this edge-finder and their comparison with those
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Chapter 1. Introduction
One of the main goals of computer vision is to recognize three-dimensional
objects from two-dimensional scenes3. This is important for many
intelligent systems. For example, if we want a robot that will work in an
unspecified situation, it must be able to recognize parts it is going to
assemble. An autonomous vehicle must recognize landmarks, persons,
roads and other objects. In many intelligent systems, to increase the
intelligence of the system means to add vision to it.
A complete image recognition/interpretation system is called a vision
system, which usually consists of three levels, namely low level,
intermediate level, and high level. The low level is generally known as
image processing. When the input is a gray tone image, the measurement
space usually involves such processing tasks as enhancement, filtering,
noise reduction, segmentation, and contour extraction, in order to derive
salient features from the image pattern. In the intermediate and high level
processing the aim is to be able to understand, recognize, and interpret the
processed information available in the image. This is generally known as
computer vision. Conventional approaches in computer vision consist of
segmenting the image into meaningful regions, extracting the structure of
objects, computing various features (perimeter, centroid, line, corner, etc.)
and their relations, and finally, developing a rich description of the image
scene6.
Perceptual grouping is a visual representational framework in the
intermediate or high level processing. It makes descriptions of objects
based on some elementary descriptors, or tokens, as lines, curves,
corners, parallel pairs, etc., and relations as proximity, parallelism,
symmetry and junction1.2,4. The advantages ofperceptual grouping are that
it provides a better way to describe the structural relation of shape and that
it makes consistent interpretations of a changing visual environment. The
consistency of interpretation means to extract visually invariant
information from image data that does not change over observations, such
as illumination and viewpoint4. So perceptual grouping is becoming
essential in detecting significant physical existence and generating a spatial
description of the environment.
In conventional systems, each operation (segmentation, feature analysis,
grouping) involves crisp decisions, i.e., yes or no, black or white, 0 or 1.
Since these quantities are not always crisply defined, uncertainty can arise
in every phase of the tasks. Decisions made at a particular level will have
an impact on higher-level activities. A vision system should have sufficient
provision for representing and manipulating the uncertainties involved at
every processing stage so that the system retains as much of the
information content of the data as possible. If this is done, the ultimate
output of the system will possess minimal uncertainty and unlike
conventional system, may not be affected as much by the outcome of low-
level decision components. Therefore, it is convenient and natural to avoid
a specific hard decision by treating shape descriptors and recognition
processes as fuzzy sets and operations3-6.
The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by L. A. Zadeh in 196510.
Since then, this theory has captured increasing attentions in a large amount
of applications. The reason is that fuzzy set theory and logic provides a
mathematical framework for problems that are imprecise and ill-defined in
nature, which traditionalmodels can't handle. Fuz'zy concept is much closer
in spirit to human-thinking5'6'7'11.
To describe and interpret ill-defined structural information in a pattern, it
is natural to define primitives (lines, corners, curves, etc.) and relations
(proximity, symmetry, parallel, etc.) among them using labels of fuzzy
sets. Primitives that do not lend themselves to precise definition can be
defined in terms of varying grades of membership, from 0 to 1,
representing their degree of belonging to more than one class6. The
production rules can be similarly considered as fuzzy set operations,
thereby increasing both the adaptivity of reasoning and tolerance to
imprecise or false information. For example, the relation is described by a
combination of primitive constraints. For each constraint, a suitable fuzzy
membership function is defined. Based on fuzzy membership values for
these relations, we can group primitive image elements into more abstract
ones3. The uncertainty of the resulting grouped element is simply the fuzzy
membership value of the corresponding fuzzy set operations. By carrying
forward these uncertainty values, thresholding decisions can be delayed
until after several levels of processing.
In this paper, the author would like to discuss a perceptual grouping
scheme for creating the intermediate level shape representations from
low-
level outcome based on fuzzy sets and operations. Chapter 2 describes
background and related research efforts. Chapter 3 describes the approach
for creating edge descriptions based on fuzzy perceptual grouping. Chapter
4 presents the results of software implementation.
Chapter 2. Background
A vision system normally consists of three processing levels, namely, low,
intermediate, and high level. The low-level is generally called image
processing, and performs noise reduction, enhancement, features (edges,
regions, etc.) extraction. The intermediate and high level processing aim at
recognizing objects and understanding images, and is generally known as
computer vision.6
An important task in computer vision is object recognition; that is, given an
image and a model of an object, find the object in the image. First, find a
small set of features that corresponds to a partial instance of the model, and
then collect the remaining line segments consistent with that model. For
example, a strategy for finding a rectangle in an image might be to find a
pair of parallel line segments, and then collect the line segments that
connect them6. This means that we have to have the shape descriptions of
objects before recognition. However, low-level processing components
normally can't provide the information for shape descriptions required by
the high-level. In other word, we must first find a way to construct the
shape descriptions of objects from the features (edge, line, etc.) obtained in
low-level processing1'2'4. One solution is to use perceptual grouping.
2.1 Perceptual Grouping
Perceptual grouping originates from the Gestalt
psychologists'figure-
ground demonstrations, showing that humans subjectively grouped simple
elements together according to geometrical relations such as proximity,
similarity, continuity, closure, and symmetry. Perceptual grouping can be
defined as finding groupings and structures in the image that are likely to

















Figure 2.1: Human has the ability to spontaneously
detect certain groupings (parallelism, collinearity and
proximity) from an otherwise random background.
accidental instances are unlikely to arise. He pointed out, the important
point is that the perceptual organization capabilities of human vision exhibit
exactly above properties of detecting viewpoint-invariant structure and
calculating varying degrees of significance. These groupings are formed
spontaneously and can be detected immediately from large numbers of
individual elements. For example, people will immediately detect certain
instances of clustering, connectivity, collinearity, and parallelism from a
large set of otherwise randomly distributed image elements (Figure 2.1).
A basic goal underlying perceptual organization has been to discover some
principle that could unify the various grouping phenomena of human
vision. The Gestaltists thought that this underlying principle was some basic
ability of the human mind to proceed from the whole to its parts, but they
lacked a computational formulation. Later research summarized many of
the
Gestaltists'
results with the observation that people seem to perceive the
simplest possible interpretation for any given data. However, any definition
of simplicity has depended entirely on the language that is used for
description, and no language has been found to encompass the range of
grouping phenomena. Greater success has been achieved by basing the
analysis of perceptual organization on a functional theory which assumes
that the purpose of perceptual organization is to detect stable image
groupings that reflect actual structure of the scene rather than accidental
properties1^.
A number of object recognition systems have reported to utilize perceptual
grouping for extracting high-level features (typically edges and curve
segments). Lowe1.2 grouped line segments and related the significance of
each group by the chance that it could have arisen by accident. The most
significant groupings were the most unlikely to be found in a random
sample of segments. Bayesian analysis was used to relate the actual relations
determined from the image to the required geometrical relations.
Reynolds and Beveridge13 applied perceptual grouping to the problem of
finding rectilinear structures in natural images. Given lines extracted from
the image, they used collinearity, parallelism, relative angle, and spatial
proximity in grouping. Each individual relation was described by one or
more thresholds, and according to the thresholds was either satisfied or
not.
Mohan and Nevatia4 used co-curvilinearity and symmetry relations in the
perceptual grouping process. They showed that shape descriptions for
object segmentation can be derived from geometric relations detected in
complex image. They applied their method to extract rectilinear structures
in complex aerial images, and also to extract curvilinear ribbons from
office scenes.
Witkin and Tenenbaum12 found that human beings can perceive structure
directly from primitive features without any a priori knowledge about the
objects, and that structures are carried nearly intact throughout
higher-
level interpretation.
However, these methods are based on crisp identities and thresholds,
suffering the weakness that hard decisions must be made at each stage of
processing. Whenever a relation fails to satisfy a threshold, the relation and
its components are irrevocably lost to the system. The crisp labels and
thresholds are not suitable for perceptual gfouping since in human
perception, exact relations are not necessary for perceptual grouping. The
strength of the perceived grouping depends on the similarity of the objects
being grouped. These structures are better represented by fuzzy identities
between their component elements. Thus it is natural and convenient to
adopt fuzzy set and relation for perceptual descriptor and grouping.
Kang and Walker3 proposed a perceptual grouping approach based on
fuzzy sets and operations. Appropriate constraints for the relations are
defined. A suitable fuzzy membership function is assigned to each
constraint. These constraints are combined using fuzzy sets and operations.
The author considers the expressions of geometrical relations discussed by
Kang and Walker3 as fuzzy relations and perceptual grouping as fuzzy
relational operations. This fuzzy-based method is used to construct large
edge tokens from basic edge descriptors.
2.2 Review of Fuzzy Sets and Relations
More often than not, the classes of objects encountered in the real physical
world do not have precisely defined criteria of membership. For example,
"the class of all real numbers which are much greater than 1", or "the class
of beautiful women", or "the class of tallmen", do not constitute classes or
sets in the usual mathematical sense of these terms. Yet, the fact remains
that such imprecisely defined classes play an "important role in human
thinking. The concept of fuzzy set with a continuum of grades of
membership, provides a convenient way for representation of above
classes5'6'7,io,n.
1. Fuzzy sets
A fuzzy set A in U (U is a universe of discourse) is characterized by a
membership function Pa{x) which associates with each point in U a real
number in the interval [0, 1], with the value of Pa(x) at x representing the
"grade of
membership"
of x in A. The closer Pa(x) to 1, the higher the
grade of membership of x in A. The ordinary set can be regarded as its
membership function taking on only two values 0 and 1, with Pa(x) - 1 or
0 according as x does or does not belong to A.
A fuzzy singleton is a fuzzy set whose support is a single point in U. IfA is
a fuzzy singleton whose support is the point x, we write A = p/x, where p
10




Example. Suppose that If- 1+2+ ...+ 10. Let A be a fuzzy set of numbers
which are much greater than 1. Then
A= 0/1 + 0.1/2 + 0.2/3 + 0.4/4 +...+ 0.9/8 + 1/9 + 1/10.
2. Logical and algebraic operations of fuzzy sets
A fuzzy set is empty if and only if its membership function is identically
zero on U.
Two fuzzy sets A and B are equal, if and only if Pa(x) = Pb(x) for all x in
U.
A is contained in B (or, A is a subset ofB) if and only if \iA(x) < \iB(x) for
all x in U.
A c B <=> Pa ^ Pb (2)







Union. The union of two fuzzy sets A and B with respective membership
functions Pa(x) and pB(x) is a fuzzy set C, denoted by C = A U 5,
AU=J(PA(X)vpBrX),)/x
(4)
where v denote max operation.
Intersection. The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B with respective
membership functions Pa(x) and /i(x) is a fuzzy set C, denoted by C = A
Anfl = JfnAfx)ApfirX))/x
(5)
where a denote min operation.
Also, the distributive law, associative law, and De Morgan's law hold for
fuzzy set, but exclusive law does not.
DeMorgan's law:
(A (J)c=AcnJ3c (6)
(A f]BY=Ac U Be
Distributive's law:
c ri( a u fi) = (c na ) u (c n 5 ) (7)
CU(A f]B) = (C\JA) n(CUB)
12
but the exclusive law does not hold, i.e.,
A fl Ac * 0 (8)





where a is any positive number.
Concentration. The concentration is defined by
CON(A) = A2 (10)
Applying this operation results in a fuzzy subset that the reduction in the
magnitude of the grade of membership is relatively small for those which
have a high grade of membership and relatively large for those with low
membership.
Dilation. The dilation is defined by
DIL(A)=A-5 (11)
The effect of dilation is just the opposite of that of concentration.
Fuzzification and fuzzifier. Fuzzification has the effect of
transforming a non fuzzy set into a fuzzy set or increasing the fuzziness of
a fuzzy set. A fuzzifier F is defined by its kernel K(x), which is the fuzzy
13
set resulting from the application of F to a singleton 1/x. In terms ofK, the
result of applying F to a fuzzy set A is given by
F{A\K)=\pA{x)K{x)
(12)
Example. Assume that If, A, and K(x) are defined by
U= 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
A= 0.8/1 + 0.6/2
/sT(l)= 1/1 + 0.4/2
K(2)= 1/2 + 0.4/1 + 0.4/3.
Then the result of applying F to A is given by
F(A; K)= 0.8(1/1 + 0.4/2) + 0.6(1/2 + 0.4/1 + 0.4/3)
= 0.8/1 + 0.6/2 + 0.24/3.
3. Fuzzy relations
A fuzzy relation R from a setX to a set 7 is a fuzzy subset of the Cartesian
product XxY . (X xY is the collection of ordered pairs
(x, y), x X , y e Y). R is characterized by a bivariate membership




Example 1. The fuzzy relation "x is much greater than
y"
may be defined




IfX = { TOM, DICK } and Y = { JOHN, JIM },
then a binary fuzzy relation of resemblance between members of X and Y
might be expressed as
resemblance = 0.8/(TOM, JOHN) + 0.6/(TOM, JIM) + 0.2/(DICK, JOHN)
+ 0.9/(DICK, JIM).
If R is a relation from X to Y, and 5 is a relation from Y to Z, then the
composition ofR and 5 is a fuzzy relation denoted byRS and defined by
RoS= fv(\LR(x,y)A\Ls(y,z))/(x,z).
(H)
Example 3. If the domains of the variables x, y, and z are finite sets, then
the relation matrix for RS is the max-min product of the relational















A linguistic variable is defined as a variable whose values are sentences in a
natural or artificial language. For example, if tall, not tall, etc., are values
of height, then height is a linguistic variable. A language L may be viewed
as a correspondence between a set of terms T and a universe of discourse
U. This correspondence may be assumed to be characterized by a fuzzy
naming relation N from T to U, which associates with each term x in T and
each object y in U the degree Pn(x, y) to which x applies to y. For
example, if x= young and y=23 years, the pNiyoung, 23) might be 0.9. For
a fixed x, the membership function Pn(x, y) defines the meaning ofx. Thus
the meaning of x is a fuzzy subsetM(x) of U whose membership function is
given by
for example, the meaning of the term young could be defined by
1, for y<=25.
L




Linguistic hedges such as very, much, more or less, etc., make it possible
to modify the meaning of a term and serve to increase the range of values
of a linguistic variable. To illustrate it, let us consider the hedge very.
Although in every day life, the hedge very does not have a well-defined
meaning, in essence it acts as an intensifier. So it could be considered as the
16



















Figure 2.2: Effect of hedge "very".
5. Fuzzy conditional statements and compositional rule of
inference
In classical propositional calculus, the expression if A thenZ? is written
as A =>B, which is equivalent to the union of the complement ofA andB
17
A=>B = ^AvB (17)
Fuzzy conditional statements are expressions of the above if-then form,
where A and B have fuzzy meanings, i.e. A and B are fuzzy sets. The
following are typical examples of such statements:
IF x is large THEN y is small, IF x is slippery THEN y is dangerous.
In essence, statements of this form describe a relation between two fuzzy
variables, which means that fuzzy conditional statements be defined as
fuzzy relations. To this end, it is expedient to define first the Cartesian
product of two fuzzy sets. Let A be a fuzzy subset of a universe of
discourse U, and B be a fuzzy subset of another universe of discourse V.
Then the Cartesian product ofA and B is denoted by A xB and defined by
AxB= j(pA(u)ApB(v))/(u,v) nR.
UxV yL)
where UxV denotes the Cartesian product of the non fuzzy sets U and V.
The significance of a fuzzy conditional statement of the form IF A then B
is made clearer by regarding it as a special case of the conditional
expression IF A THEN B ELSE C. In terms of Cartesian products, the
latter statement is defined as
IFATHEN5 ELSE C =AxB + (-iAxC) (19)
18
If we regard IF A then B as ifA then B else C with C= V, then IF A
THEN B ( A => 5 ) becomes
A=*fl = IF ATHENfl =Axfl-f(-AxVj (20)
formula (19) gives a way to calculate the fuzzy relation for a fuzzy
conditional statement.
2.3 Fuzzy-Based Perceptual Grouping
Kang and Walker3 proposed a perceptual grouping approach based on
fuzzy sets and operations. Since the exact detection of geometrical relations
between segments is impossible, computing the reasonable likelihood for a
relation is desirable. First, appropriate constraints for the relations are
defined. A suitable fuzzy membership function is assigned to each
constraint. These constraints are combined using fuzzy sets and operations.
Although various geometrical relations can be considered for grouping,
here we only choose the three most commonly used ones: proximity
relation, parallel (or symmetry) relation, and junction relation.
1. Proximity relation and grouping
The proximity relation is used to group two lines that are close to each
other into a longer line. To detect the proximity between two lines, three
constraints are used:
19













Figure 2.3: Proximity relation between lines and membership functions for
three constraints.
a. Orientation Difference between two line segments (OD).
b. Minimum Distance between two line
segments'
endpoints (RD).
c. Perpendicular Distance from the one line to another (PD).
These constraints are shown in Figure 2.3. The constraint OD is used for
finding similarity in orientation. The constraint RD is used for closeness
between two lines. The constraint PD is necessary to distinguish
collinearity and parallelism. Appropriate fuzzy membership functions such
as p0D, pRD and pPD are also assigned to them.
20
Two line segments can be described as "almost close", "close", "roughly
close", etc. We use a fuzzy set Proximity to denote it. The membership
value of Proximity is computed by the fuzzy set intersection:
VproximityM =min{p^(ulp^iulPp^u)}. (21)
Proximity grouping is the process of creating longer lines by grouping
segments using fuzzy membership values of the proximity relation. A set of
lines are selected as candidates to be grouped with a seed by computing the
proximity relationships. We choose the candidates whose membership
values are greater than some threshold a e[0,l],
Proximity^ ={ue U,\LProximity(u) > a}. (22)
where proximity is a fuzzy set, and its members are sequentially merged
with the seed segment to create the resulting grouped line. The exactness of
proximity of the merged segments is controlled by adjusting the value of
a.
2. Parallel relation
The parallel relation is defined as two lines having the same orientation and
non-zero distance between them. The constraints are:
a. Orientation Difference between two line segments (OD).
b. Perpendicular Distance from the one line to another (PD).
21
To require a non zero distance between two line segments, the complement












(a) L-junctian (b) T-junction
Figure 2.4: L and T-junction relation between line segments
operation.
V-Parallelfr) =mm{\L0D(u),\l^pD(u)}. (23)
The parallel grouping is the same as the proximity by the a -cut operation.
3. Junction relation
There are two kind of junctions, L-junctions and T-junctions. Line
segments that intersect near their endpoints form an L-junction, and line
22
segments that intersect near the endpoint of only one edge form a
T-
junction. The L-junction is defined by
V-L-Junctionfr) =min{pw,/pi(w),p/jD//>2(),P-^DCL(")}- (24)
The T-junction is defined by
V-T-Junctioni") =MVrDIPi(u\\*>RDIP2(u\V>RDCl(u)}- (25)
The definition is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
2.4 Detection of Edge Segments and Tokens
In a real application it may be necessary to detect objects such as buildings
in a scene. An object may be described by a certain collection of edge
tokens. To find an object it is necessary to find and group edge tokens. An
edge token is a collection of pixels that belong together because they define
an edge. An edge token can be given a mathematical description that
corresponds to a segment of shape in the image. Such a representation
might be/(;t, y)= 0. Finding edge tokens begins with finding the pixels that
belong to the same edge and then grouping them into edge tokens. Next
they can be grouped into object tokens by a high level of the system.
The process can begin with an ordinary edge detector, such as Canny's
edge detector14. However, since Canny's edge detector can only produce an
edge pixel image, i.e. 1 for edge pixels and 0 for others, it does not
provide any shape description of edges. For example, when edges overlap,
23
errors will occur at the cross-over points because no information is
available as which branch belongs to an edge. Therefore, descriptions of
the Canny's edges must be generated for further grouping. Our process
begins with grouping edge pixels into straight line segments, which will be
organized into edge tokens by fuzzy perceptual grouping. Here, for
simplicity, the basic edge descriptor is the straight line. Thus the Canny's
edges must be broken into a group of straight: lines before perceptual
grouping is performed. The author has proposed a method to break the
edges in the form of linked list of points into a set of straight lines. The
detail will be discussed in the next chapter.
The flow chart of functions of Canny's edge detector is shown in Figure















(Points in 4 or 8-neighbor of first
linking edges)
Final Edges
Figure 2.5: Flow chart ofjunctions ofCanny's edge detector.
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Figure 2.6: Original aerial view image.
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Figure 2.7: Canny's edges ofaerial view image.
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Chapter 3. Approach
In this paper, the author treats perceptually important relations such as
proximity as fuzzy relations and perceptual grouping processes as fuzzy sets
and relational operations. This fuzzy method is then used to construct edge
tokens from the output of low-level edge detector.
*
Since the low-level edge detector does not provide any symbolic information
about edges, we must transform the output of edge detector into a
representation of basic edge descriptors. Here we choose the straight line
segment as edge descriptor and Canny's edge detector is used (see 2.4). So
edges from Canny's edge detectormust be represented by a group of straight
lines before any grouping is performed. A method has been proposed to
break edge curves into a group of straight lines.
In order to evaluate the performance of the fuzzy perceptual grouping
algorithm, machine grouping results are compared with that of human
vision. A graphical user interface is designed to provide a platform for the
comparison ofmachine grouping with human vision.
The principle and algorithm to transform edges from Canny's detector into
descriptions of straight lines, including an edge linking algorithm is
discussed in 3.1. The principles and algorithms to perform perceptual
grouping based on fuzzy relation are discussed in 3.2. The graphical user
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interface to perform grouping operations and human visual comparison is
discussed in 3.3.
3.1 Representing Edges By a Group of Straight Lines
The edges from the edge detector do not have any symbolic description. So
we must generate symbolic descriptions for these edges separately. A
symbolic description is a mathematical function j{x, y) =0. An edge token is
a collection of functional descriptions that correspond to an edge. For
simplicity, we choose the straight line segment as the basic descriptor. It has
the functional form y= ax+b, which can be characterized by two pairs of
endpoints of the line (xj, yi), fa, yi)> The edge token that is a collection of
lines has the form of {(xi, yi), (x2, y2), ..., (xin, y2n)}- So before finding edge
tokens, edges from low-level edge detector must be broken into a group of
straight line segments.
First, the curve is approximated by a straight line that joins its endpoints.
The ratio of the length of the line to the maximum deviation of any point
from the line (Figure 3.1) is calculated. If the ratio is less than a threshold,
the curve can be approximated by a straight line. If not, the curve is
subdivided at the point withmaximum deviation from the line connecting its
endpoints and approximated by each division line. The ratio for each
division is calculated and compared to the threshold again. This process is
repeated until the ratio of each division is less than a threshold or the length
of segment is less than a certain number, which means a line segment is
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actually reduced to points and no longer exist. The whole process is






Figure 3.1: Estimate linefrom curve.
The process is recursive and can be represented by a binary tree. Ratios of
divisions are kept in nodes of the tree. The pre-order and in-order travel
algorithms are used. The flow chart of this algorithms is shown in Figure
3.3.
Since the output ofCanny's edge detector is only label pixels, i.e. / for edge
point and 0 for others, edge pixels must be linked before applying the above
algorithm. Edge pixels in 4 or 5-neighbor are connected. Here we choose 8-

























Figure 3.2: This illustrates steps of recursive process to break the curve into
lines. The input is shown in a. Theprocess is shown step by step in b.-g. The
final lines are shown in h.
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Select the two ending points
Create a binary tree
E
Calculate themaximum deviation of
points between two ending points
Keep the line and
go to other node
Selectmaximum deviation point as
one of the new ending points
I
Create a left or right node according
to position ofdivision
Figure 3.3: Flow chart ofalgorithmfor breaking curve into lines.
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Select the left upper point as starting point
1











Check 8 neighbor of resulting pixel
Figure 3.4: Flow chartfor edge linking algorithm.
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3.2 Constructing Edge Tokens Based on Fuzzy Perceptual
Grouping
For constructing edge tokens which consist of a group of edge descriptors
the straight line, proximity relation (2.3.1) is used. Since the exact
relationship is not required, it is better described as a fuzzy relation. A fuzzy
relation R from a setX to a set Y is a fuzzy subset of the Cartesian product
XxY QCxY is the collection of ordered pairs (x, y),xeX,ye Y, see 2.2.3).
R is characterized by a bivariatemembership function Pr(x, y).
Proximity relation is a fuzzy relation determined by three constraints that are
also fuzzy relations. Three constraints are orientation difference OD,
minimum distance RD and perpendicular distance PD as shown in Figure
3.5. Themeasurements for these three constraints are:
OD= I 01-02 I (26)
RD =
mm<\Pl -p3\








is the distance between point pt
PD =
y~ + kxr. +m
4l+k2
where k and m are the slope and of h.
(28)
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Since these constraints are described by fuzzy relations, they are
characterized by membership functions depending on the measurements, as
shown in Figure 3.5,
^OD(k>h) = [max(0,KODioD-TOD)+l),OD>TOD' ^'l2eL (29)
VRD(W
={w(o,Km7*^Tw)+V.RD>TgD' h'll*L (30)
// / \ J ' PD^Tpp /oj\
VPD(W-\max(0,KpD(PD-TpD) +
l),PD>TpD' l\>h*L
where L is the set of entire lines in the image.
Since the proximity relation is determined by three sub-relations, its
membership value is computed by fuzzy set intersection operation,
V-proxitmtyih'h) = ^M^OD^'h^RDik'h^PDih'W' h'l2 G L (32)
Proximity grouping is the process of creating longer edges by merging lines
which have significant proximity relationship, i.e. the fuzzy membership
value is above a threshold a e [0,1],
proximitya
= {\ipr0ximity(h'l2> * a>h>l2 GLl- (33)
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All elements in the fuzzy subset proximity are believed to belong to same
edge with the exactness of a. By adjusting the value a. we can obtain



















Figure 5.5: (a) Proximity relation, (b)Membership functionfor constraint of
orientation difference, (c) Membership function for constraint ofminimum
distance, (d)Membershipfunctionfor constraint ofperpendicular distance.
One obvious way to detect the growing relationships between all pairs of
straight line segments is to test every pair of line segments and retain only
those pairs which have high levels of significance. However, the complexity
of this process would be 0(n!) for n lines, which is too high for ordinary
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scenes. The processing time would increase dramatically as the number of
lines increases.
In detecting the most likely proximity relationship, line segments that are
widely separated in the image are unlikely to produce a significant proximity
relationship regardless of their other characteristics. Therefore, we only need
to search a relatively small region surrounding each candidate line segment.
The size of the region is proportional to the length of the line segment from
which we initialize the search. To this end, all line segments in the image
are indexed in a grid-like data structure according to the position of each
endpoint. The grouping operations are performed based on this structure.
The use of indexing allows all groupings to be finished in time that is
essentially linear in the number of features.
All lines for grouping come from the results of algorithms that link and
break Canny's edges into straight lines (3.1). The image is divided into a
grid-like region. Each line is assigned an identification number. The index
list is a two dimensional array containing the identification numbers of lines
that lie in the grid specified by the array index. The process starts by
selecting a line as seed. A local area that is proportional to the length of the
seed is searched. All lines in the area are compared with the seed according
to the proximity relation. The membership value of the relation is calculated
according to (32). The line that has maximum membership value is
compared with a threshold a e [0,1]. If it is larger than a, that line would be
considered to have significant proximity relationship and put into a fuzzy
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subset with the seed. Then this line serves as the new seed and the above
procedures are repeated until no significant relationship is found. Final
elements in the fuzzy subset constitute an edge token which has proximity
relation with the exactness of a. By selecting a new seed, the process
continues until all lines have been tested. Final edge tokens are contained in
a group of fuzzy subsets. The flow chart of the fuzzy perceptual grouping
algorithm is shown in Figure 3.6.
Since this paper concerns constructing edge tokens, only the proximity
relation that is most often used is implemented. However, other relations
{parallelism, junction) can be easily implemented by the same algorithm
with different constraints andmembership functions.
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Make an index list containing
the lines in a local region
I
Select a line in the image as seed
^
Calculating the search region
according to the length of line
Calculate the membership value of relation







Put the line with maximum value into
same fuzzy subsetwith the seed
I
Select the linewithmaximumvalue as seed
Figure 3.6:Algorithmforfuzzyperceptual grouping.
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3.3 Human Visual Test and Graphical User Interface
In order to evaluate the performance of the fuzzy perceptual grouping
algorithm, it would be useful to find a quantitative method. However, since
the rules used by people for perceptual grouping are unknown, it is very
difficult to do so. One way to do the evaluation is to compare the machine
grouping results with that of humans. The human visual test is conducted by
persons who select line groupings that he/she perceives as belonging to the
same edge token. It should be noted that there are variations in the
perceptual grouping results between different people.
To this end, a graphical user interface for perceptual grouping and human
visual test that allows users to interactively select lines and perform
grouping operation was designed under the X-window and KBVision
environment. Figure 3.7 shows its configuration. Since all the work in this
project is implemented in the KBVision environment, it is necessary to give
a brief introduction about the KBVision system.
3.3.1 Introduction to the KBVision system
The KBVision system is a developer's environment that enables users to
rapidly prototype and develop solutions to image understanding problems. It
is distributed with a menu-driven, window-based environment, data analysis
interfaces, and a library of commonly-used image processing routines16-17.
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The KBVision system is designed for those who will use the system for
work of image processing and computer vision. The basic module used to
manipulate the data are C programs, called Tasks. The KBVision comes with
a set of Tasks, and provide a means, called compound task to build a
complex task upon the basic tasks. The system supports not only low-level
image data (pixel), but also the symbolic descriptions of image features,
called token and tokenset. Therefore, users can easily implement various
algorithms, analyze results, perform experiments, extract information, and
test hypotheses, etc. on one or more images.
The KBVision system has a main environment, called Execution Interface,
which utilizes mouse-driven, interactive menus for all processing levels from
image processing through intermediate-level feature extraction to high-level
knowledge-based computer vision system. This interface allows user to
quickly build and test image processing and image understanding
algorithms.
The KBVision also allows user to incorporate new algorithms into the
system. Using the utilities of the system, user-defined algorithms become
accessible from the Execution Interface the same way as system-supplied
algorithms. The KBVision system also provides a library of routines to
enable programmers to incorporate into their own programs.
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The implementation of a vision system is a difficult task. The availability of
KBVision system provides an effective image understanding tool that
greatly facilitates the development of that system.
3.3.2 Function descriptions of graphical user interface
Following is a brief description of the functions of the graphical user
interface and instruction on how to use it. As shown in Figure 3.7, The main
screen contains two panes which display the original edges and grouped
edge tokens. It also allows you to input edges, change threshold, see part of
screen and save the screen into a file. You can push buttons to perform
various tasks. The function of each button is,
Load File: This button allows you to input a name of a tokenset file. The
content of the file will be displayed in pane 1.
Pre_Group: This button performs preliminary grouping which merges very
short and overlapped lines. The index list is also made in this stage.
Group: This button performs the perceptual grouping operation according to
proximity relation. The grouping result is displayed in pane 2.
Threshold: This button allows you to input a new threshold for fuzzy a -cut
operation (see (22) in 2.3).
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Grouping Interface
Pane 1 Pane 2
Pre_Group Selectwhole LoadFile Quit
Group Threshold Save Panel
Select ConnectPane Save Pane2
Figure 3.7: The graphical interface for perceptual grouping and human
visual test.
Select: This button allows you to select a line which is believed to belong to
an edge token in the human visual test. After press this button, just click on
the line you want to select with the rightmouse.
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Select Whole: This button switches between the select state (human visual
test ) andmachine grouping state.
Connect Pane: This button allow you to compare the particular windows of
two screens. To see part of the screen, just hold the left mouse to drag a
rectangle. After you have pressed this button and drag a rectangle on a pane,
another pane will also display in the same rectangle.
Save Pane 1: Save the content of pane 1 into a tokenset file.
Save Pane 2: Save the content of pane 2 into a tokenset file.
Quit: Press this button will quit the system.
For example, if you want to do the grouping of a tokenset file, first type in
the name of the file in the Load File box, the content of the file will be
shown in pane 1, then press PrejGroup button. To perform grouping
operation, press Group button. The result are shown in pane 2. If you want
to group with another threshold, input the new one in Threshold box, then
press Group again.
To do the human visual test, press Select first, then use the right mouse to
select lines that you believe to belong to the same edge token, then press
Group button. To switch to machine grouping state, press Select Whole
button, then press Group.
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To see part of screen, hold the left mouse button and drag a rectangle. Press
the middle mouse will return to the normal state. To compare the content of
the different screens, press Connect Pane first, then drag a rectangle. If you
press the Group button in display mode of the part screen, only those lines
that he in that part of screen are grouped.
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Chapter 4. Results and Conclusions
The tasks in this project consist of writing computer programs to implement
algorithms discussed in chapter 3. All code is written in C language and the
KBVision environment on UNIX workstations. The author has implemented
all the algorithms in the task format provided by KBVision (see 3.3.1).
The first task is to transform edges from Canny's detector into descriptions
of straight lines, including an edge linking algorithm. The second task is to
perform fuzzy-based perceptual grouping to find edge tokens in the image.
The third is a graphical user interface to perform grouping operations and the
human visual comparison.
The data is contained in token and token set file, data structures for
intermediate and high-level image features provided by the KBVision. The
results are displayed and analyzed in Image Examiner in the KBVision.
A task is originally a C routine. It is compiled using a KBVision script
known as KBVpp17. KBVpp allows user to create special application tasks
that are accessible to the KBVision system Execution Interface.
All the source programs are listed in Appendix B. These tasks can be loaded
into the Execution Interface and executed. They appear and function as tasks
supplied by the KBVision system. The results can be displayed in the system
task Image Examiner.
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The algorithms have been tested on two types of images, a group of simple
test images corrupted by different noise level and a real house image. The
algorithm for edge linking and breaking edges into straight lines is applied
first, and the fuzzy perceptual grouping algorithm is applied next to find the
edge tokens. Figure 4.1 shows a test image and three corrupted ones by
different noise level. Figure 4.2 - 4.4 show the fuzzy grouping results on the
corrupted images. Figure 4.5 - 4.7 show the human grouping results by three
persons. Figure 4.8 is an edge pixel image of house from Canny's edge
detector. Figure 4.9 shows the result of edge linking and breaking algorithm
(The results of edge linking and breaking algorithm to test images are not
shown because they look same as original image). Figure 4.10 shows the
result of fuzzy grouping algorithm on the house image. These results are
obtained from the graphical user interface. More results can be found in
Appendix A.
From Figure 4.9, the algorithm for breaking edges into straight lines does a
good job of detecting the perceptually significant straight line from edge.
Almost all edge curve are correctly approximated by straight lines. The
advantage of this algorithm is that it can find the line independent of the
object size and is robust in complicated scenes.
From Figure 4.2 - 4.7, the fuzzy perceptual grouping algorithm does a
reasonable job of filling the gaps of lines and connecting the edges. At the
cross-over point, it can correctly connect the lines that belong to the same
group which is consistent with the human perception. This can be confirmed
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by comparing the human grouping results with that of the machine's. It is
also able to detect longer edge tokens from a mess of edge segments under
heavy noise consistent with human vision. However, if the perceptual
grouping is not significant and noise level is heavy, performance is lower, as
shown in figures. This is to be expected because humans have additional
perceptual rules to use for finding groupings in a noisy image.
Overall, this edge-finder does a good job of constructing large edge tokens
even when edge segments are fragmented and the background is noisy. Since
edges in a normal scene exhibit tremendous variability, crisp threshold will
either lead to information lost or false detection. The fuzzy perceptual
grouping allows sufficient provision for representing and manipulating the
uncertainties involved at every stage so that the system retains as much of
the information content of the data as possible. The ultimate output of the
system will possess minimal uncertainty and, unlike conventional system,
may not be affected as much by the outcome of low-level processing
components. Since the shape has high degree of variability, current computer
vision system are mainly tailored to particular applications. The fuzzy
perceptual organization has the potential capability to provide a more
general way for shape construction and description.
Figure 10 shows the fuzzy grouping result on a real house image. The result
is not satisfactory because real scenes are very complicated. Future
improvement should be aimed at evaluating more geometrical structures
based on fuzzy relations and adding more descriptions of shape to the
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construction of objects. The fuzzy grouping method could be extended to
higher level reasoning, making use of the explicit completeness and partial
results provided from grouping. These methods should lend themselves to a
more adaptive grouping and segmentation process, where significant
information beyond the basic results are provided from lower-level
processes, and the higher-level processes can more directly control the
lower-level ones. The learning techniques to choose appropriate a -cut
values based on the results and the expectations of the higher level system


















































































Figure 4.1: (a) Test image.(b) Corrupted by noise level 1. (c) Corrupted by































Figure 4.2: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 1. (b) Fuzzy grouping result
with a=0.2. (c) Fuzzy grouping result with a =0.3. (d) Fuzzy grouping





































Figure 4.3: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 2. (b) Fuzzy grouping result



















































Figure 4.4: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 3. (b) Fuzzy grouping result





















Figure 4.5: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 1. (b) Human grouping result














Figure 4.6: {a) Image corrupted by noise level 2. (b)Human grouping result
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F/gwre 4.7: {a) Image corrupted by noise level 3. (b) Human grouping result
one. (c) Human grouping result two. (d) Human grouping result three.
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Figure 4.10: Fuzzy grouping result ofhouse.
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Appendix A
The following pages containmore results from algorithms of breaking edges
into straight lines, fuzzy perceptual grouping results on noisy images, and
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Figure A-l: (a) Test image one. (b) Corrupted by noise level 1. (c)
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FigureA-2: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 1. (b) Fuzzy grouping result
with a =0.1 (c) Fuzzy grouping result with a =0.2. (d) Fuzzy grouping














Figure A-3: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 2. (b) Fuzzy grouping result
with a =0.1 (c) Fuzzy grouping result with a=0.2. (d) Fuzzy grouping




































Figure A-4: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 3. (b) Fuzzy grouping result
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FigureA-5: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 1. (b) Human grouping result
one. (c) Human grouping result two. (d) Human grouping result three.
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FigureA-6: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 2. (b) Human grouping result
one. (c) Human grouping result two. (d) Human grouping result three.
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FigureA-7: {a) Image corrupted by noise level 3. (b) Human grouping result
one. (c) Human grouping result two. (d)Human grouping result three.
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Figure A-8: Canny's edges ofaerial image.
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Figure A-10: (a) Test image two. (b) Corrupted by noise level 1. (c)
















FigureA-ll: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 1. (b) Fuzzy grouping result

























Figure A-l2: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 2. (b) Fuzzy grouping
result








FigureA-l3: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 3. (b) Fuzzy grouping result
with a =0.1 (c) Fuzzy grouping result with a =0.2. (d) Fuzzy grouping



















Figure A-l4: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 1. (b) Human grouping

















Figure A-l5: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 2. (b) Human grouping
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Figure A-l6: (a) Image corrupted by noise level 3. (b) Human grouping
result one. (c) Human grouping result two. (d) Human grouping result three.
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Appendix B
The following pages contain the source codes in the project. All the
programs are written in C and KBVision 2.5 on UNIX workstations.
Algorithms are implemented in the task format provided by the KBVision.
The data is contained in token and token set file, data structures for
intermediate and high-level image features provided by the KBVision. The
tasks can be executed in the system task Execution Interface and results can
be displayed in the Image Examiner.
The task for algorithm of edge linking and breaking curves into line
segments is bl, whose input is an edge label image produced by the system
provided task CannyEdgelm for Canny's edge detector. The output is a
tokenset file containing broken straight lines. The source programs are bl.c,
el.c, and complied by KBVpp, the command is,
KBVpp bl.c el.c
The task for algorithm of fuzzy perceptual grouping is fg, whose input is a
tokenset file of straight lines, and the output is also a tokenset file containing
grouped lines. The source code include fg.c, lmt.c, bf.c, the command is
KBVpp fg.c lmt.c bf.c
The task for the graphical interface for perceptual grouping and human
visual test is test, whose input is a tokenset file of straight lines, and the
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output is also a tokenset file containing grouped lines. The source code
include teste, lmt.c, bf.c, the command is,




This routine creates the task of the graphical user interface for fuzzy

















/* Macro evaluates to true if point p is inside vp */
?define IS_IN_VP(pt,vp) ((vp).ll.x<= (pt) .x) && ( (pt) .x <= (vp) .ur.x) && \
<(vp).ll.y<= (pt) .y) 4 ((pt).y<= (vp) .ur.y)
/* Draw a button with size of vp */
?define DRAWBUTTON (vp, label, color) \
GfxSetForeColor (color) ; GfxDrawRectangleF (4 (vp) .11, & (vp) .ur) ; \
GfxSetCharSize (strlen (label) +1,1, 5((vp).ll), & ( (vp) .ur) , 0, 0) ; \
GfxSetForeColor (White) ; \
DisFormatText ( (label), & (vp) , NULL , DIS_CENTERX| DIS_CENTERY)
/* Clear the area with size of vp and draw a rectangle */
?define REFRESHVP (vp) GfxSetForeColor ( DarkGray) ; \
GfxDrawRectangleF ( (vp).ll, S(vp).ur); \
GfxSetForeColor ( Yellow ) ; \
GfxDrawRectangle ( & (vp) .11, & (vp) .ur)
/* Draw a rectangle of size of vp */
?define DRAWBOX(vp) GfxSetForeColor ( White); \
GfxDrawRectangle ( 6 (vp) .11, (vp) .ur)
/* Draw the horizontal and vertical bars to devided panes */
?define DRAWSLOT (vp) GfxSetForeColor (Green) ; \
GfxDrawRectangleF ( S(vp).ll, S(vp).ur)
?define REFRESHBOX (vp) GfxSetForeColor ( Green); \
GfxDrawRectangle ( & (vp) .11, (vp) .ur)
?define REFRESHBOTTON (vp) GfxSetForeColor ( Red) ; \
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GfxDrawRectangle ( (vp) .11, (vp) .ur)
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE Normal izedlmageVp - {
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedlmageVpl -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedHSlotVp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedVSlotVp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE ReferenceVp
- (
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedQuitVp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedConnectPaneVp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedGroupVp - {
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedFuzzyThreVp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedLineFindVp - {
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedErrorVp - (
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedSelectVp - {
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedSelectWholeVp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedLoadFileVp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedSavePanelVp =
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedSavePane2Vp -
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedAddNoiseVp - ( .55, .1,
LOCAL KBV_FRECTANGLE NormalizedNoiseLevelVp - { .3, .10,
.0, 0.5, 0.495, 0.995);
{ .50, 0.5, 0.995, 0.995);
{ 0, 0.495, 1, 0.5};









{ .05, .10, .2,
{ .55. .4, .7,






























LOCAL KBV_COLOR KBVYellow - ( 250,250,000);
LOCAL KBV_COLOR KBVGreen - { 0,200,000);
LOCAL KBV_COLOR KBVBlue = { 100,100,250};
LOCAL KBV_C0L0R KBVDarkGray - { 100, 100, 100};
LOCAL KBV_C0L0R KBVTopColor = { 200,200,000);
LOCAL KBV_RANGE DisRange - { 0.0, 255.0};
LOCAL KBV_RANGE LabelRange - { 0.0, 1.0};
LOCAL GFX_COLOR_INDEX
DarkRed;



























LOCAL KBV RECTANGLE ImageVp;
/* Label image buffer */
/* Source image data range */
/* Portion image data range */
/* Label image data range */
/* Size of image displayed */
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LOCAL KBV_RECTANGLE ScreenSize; /* Portion of image displayed */
LOCAL KBV_RECTANGLE *ResultVp;
LOCAL KBV_RECTANGLE FullScreenVp; /* Size of entire graphics window */
LOCAL KBV_RECTANGLE PartScreenVp; /*Size of selected graphics window */
LOCAL LINE *line;
LOCAL KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *lseg, *nlsegO, *nlseg;
LOCAL KBV_FCHAIN **Linefit, *spchain, *linefit;
LOCAL KBV_TOKENSET_FILE intokenfile, outokenfile; /* Tokenset file name */
LOCAL KBV_STRING TokensetName;
LOCAL KBV_INTEGER NumLine-O, nNumLine=0, NumLinefit, spindex=0,
splastpos=0, NumSelectLine, nNumLineO=0;
LOCAL KBV_INTEGER *lsi, *Linefitlndex, orline;
LOCAL KBV_FLOAT err-O;
LOCAL KBV_FLOAT ALPHA_CUT-0 . 3 ;













int len, nl, i;
char buf [256], bufl[256];
KBV_RECTANGLE TmpR, TmpRl, TmpR2, TmpR3;
KBV_POINT sp, p;
KBV_FPOINT spf;
TCB_DOCUMENTATION ("Interactive edge grouping interface for test with \
human performance") ;
TCB_PARAM_IN ( DisplayWindow, KBV_STRING,
(Documentation : "Name of Device (or file) to which to send
graphics. ",
Default : "DefaultDisplayWindow") ) ;
TCB_PARAM_IN ( DeviceType, KBV_INTEGER,
(Documentation : "Type of Device to which to send graphics.",
Default : "DefaultDisplayType",
Visible: "FALSE"));
TCB_IMAGE_IN(InImage, (Documentation: "Image to display"));
TCB_PARAM_IN ( imagevp , KBV_RECTANGLE ,
(Documentation: "Image Size",





Constraint: "imagevp->ur.x<IafGetI_XSize (Inlmage) ",
Constraint: "imagevp->ur.y<IafGetI_YSize (Inlmage) ") ) ;
TCB_PARAM_IN (TokensetFile, KBV_TOKENSET_FILE,
(Documentation: "Token File to be grouped"));
/* : : = ===== */
/* Open the Graphics Device */
/* And Initialize */
ERR_FUNCTION ("test") ;















Linefit- (KBV_FCHAIN **)MALLOC(sizeof (KBV_FCHAIN *));
Linefitlndex- (KBV_INTEGER *) MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_INTEGER) ) ;
nlseg= (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *) MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT) ) ;
nlsegO-(KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *)MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT) ) ;
spchain-IsrCreateFChain(NULL, 1, KBV_FALSE) ;
linefit=IsrCreateFChain (NOLL, 1, KBV_FALSE) ;
/* Set up image portion to display and graphic window size */
ImageVp= *imagevp;
ScreenSize= ImageVp;
GfxGetScreenViewport (4FullScreenVp.ll, FullScreenVp.ur) ;
PartScreenVp- FullScreenVp;
/* Read line tokenset file */
read_line(intokenfile, NumLine, line) ;
linetolineseg(line, NumLine, lseg) ;
DrawLine (lseg, NumLine, ScreenSize, ScreenImageVp) ;
/* Initialize the graphic display */
DrawAll ();




GfxGetEvent (Event, GFX_BLOCK) ;
if ( ( (Event . Type~GFX_BUTTON_EVENT ) ! (GFX_ENDDRAG (Event . Value) ) )
| | Event.TypeGFX_KEYBOARD_EVENT)
{
if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenQuitVp) )
break ;
else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenlmageVp) )
<
/* Change the zoom viewport and redisplay */
if (Event . Value~GFX_LEFT_DOWN )
{
/* Change the zoom viewport and redisplay for image */
PartScreenVp.il Event.Location;
PartScreenVp.ur- Event.Location; #
GfxRubberRectangle (4PartScreenVp. 11, PartScreenVp.ur) ;
line_range (PartScreenVp.il, PartScreenVp.ur, 4TmpR) ;
PartScreenVp- TmpR;
DisSetTransform(ImageVp, 4ScreenlmageVp, KBV_YES) ;
DisSCRectToWCRect (4PartScreenVp, TmpRl) ;
ScreenSize- TmpRl;




DrawLine (lseg, NumLine, ScreenSize, ScreenImageVp) ;
DrawLine (nlseg, nNumLine, ScreenSize, SScreenlmageVpl ) ;
}
else









DrawLine (lseg, NumLine, ScreenSize, fiScreenlmageVp) ;
DrawLine (nlseg, nNumLine, 4ScreenSize, ScreenImageVpl) ;
}
else




/* Accept the selection of lines */
if (bSelect~KBV_NO) continue;
DisSetTransform(ScreenSize, ScreenImageVp, KBV_YES) ;
p=Event . Locat ion ;
DisSCToWC (4p, sp) ;
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spf.x-sp.x; spf.y-sp.y;
spchain-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (spchain, spindex++, 4spf ) ;
}
}
else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenlmageVpl) )
{
if (Event . Value~GFX_LEFT_DOWN )
{
/* Change the zoom viewport and redisplay for grouped
lines */
PartScreenVp . 11- Event . Location ;
PartScreenVp.ur- Event.Location;
GfxRubberRectangle (PartScreenVp. 11, 4PartScreenVp.ur) ;
line_range (PartScreenVp.il, PartScreenVp.ur, TmpR) ;
PartScreenVp- TmpR;
DisSetTransform(ImageVp, 4ScreenImageVpl, KBV_YES) ;
DisSCRectToWCRect (PartScreenVp, TmpRl) ;
ScreenSize- TmpRl;




DrawLine (lseg, NumLine, ScreenSize, ScreenImageVp) ;













DrawLine (lseg, NumLine, ScreenSize, ScreenImageVp) ;








else if (IS_IN_VP (Event .Location, ScreenConnectPaneVp)
! (GFX_ENDDRAG (Event .Value) ) )
{
/* Connect the three different panes */
bConnectPane** ! bConnectPane ;
)
else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenSelectWholeVp) )
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{




else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenSelectVp) )
{
/* Select lines for grouping */
if (bLineFind ~ KBV_NO) continue;
bGroupDone-KBV_NO;
bSelect-KBV_YES;




spchain-IsrCreateFChain(NDLL, 1, KBV_FALSE) ;
linefit-IsrCreateFChain (NOLL, 1, KBV_FALSE) ;
)
else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenLineFindVp) )
{




init_group(line, ImageVp, ScreenSize, NumLine);
linetolineseg (line, NumLine, lseg) ;




else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenGroupVp) )
{









fuzzy_group(line, NumLine, ALPHA_CUT, ScreenSize,
4NumLinefit, Linefit, 4Linef itlndex) ;
tranlfchaintoline (Linef it , NumLinefit, nNumLine,
nlseg) ;










set_partline (line,NumLine, spchain, splastpos, linefit,
NumSelectLine, lsi);
error_rate (Linefit, NumLinefit, Linefitlndex,
NumSelectLine, lsi, fiorline, 4err) ;
sprintf(buf, "Error Rate: %3.2f", err);
DRAWBOTTON(ScreenErrorVp, buf. Red) ;
aplastpos-spindex;
chaintoline (linefit, nNumLine, finlseg) ;
chaintoline (Linefit [orline] , nNumLineO, nlsegO) ;
DrawLine (nlseg, nNumLine, ScreenSize, fiScreenlmageVpl) ;




else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenLoadFileVp)
! (GFX_ENDDRAG (Event .Value) ) )
{
sprintf(buf, "%s", intokenfile) ;
len-20;
DisGetString (buf , 4 len, ScreenLoadFileVp, White,
Red, Event .Value) ;
intokenfile- buf;
DRAWBOTTON (ScreenLoadFileVp, buf. Red);
if (read_line (4 intokenfile, 4NumLine, line) == -1)
continue;
linetolineseg (line, NumLine, lseg) ;
DrawLine (lseg, NumLine, ScreenSize, 4ScreenImageVp) ;





else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenSavePanelVp)
! (GFX_ENDDRAG (Event .Value) ) )
{
sprintf (bufl, "%s", outokenfile) ;
len=20;
DisGetString (buf 1 , len, ScreenSavePanelVp, White,
Red, Event .Value ) ;




write_line (4outokenfile, TokensetName, NumLine, lseg) ;
}
else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenSavePane2Vp)
! (GFX_ENDDRAG (Event .Value) ) )
{
sprintf (bufl, "%s", outokenfile);
len-20;
DisGetString (bufl, 4 len, ScreenSavePane2Vp, White,
Red, Event . Value ) ;
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DRAWBOTTON (ScreenSavePane2Vp, "Save Pane2", Red);
outokenfile- bufl;
TokensetName- outokenfile;
write_line(outokenfile, TokensetName, nNumLine, nlseg) ;
}
else if (IS_IN_VP (Event.Location, ScreenFuzzyThreVp)
! (GFX_ENDDRAG (Event .Value) ) )
{
/* Change the fuzzy threshold through keyboard */
sprintf (buf, "%3.2f", ALPHA_COT) ;
len-10;
DisGetString (buf, len, ScreenFuzzyThreVp, White,
Red,Event . Value) ;
if (len>0)
{








sprintf (buf, "Threshold: %3.2f", ALPHA_COT) ;





else if (Event.Type GFX_MOVEMENT_EVENT)
{
/* Draw a rectangle covering pushbutton when mouse is inside
it */
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenlmageVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenlmageVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOX (ScreenlmageVp) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenlmageVpl) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenlmageVpl ) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOX (ScreenlmageVpl); }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenQuitVp) ) {
DRAWBOX ( ScreenQuitVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenQu itVp ) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenSelectVp) ) (
DRAWBOX (ScreenSelectVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenSelectVp) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenSelectWholeVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenSelectWholeVp) ; )
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else (
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenSelectWholeVp) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenErrorVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenErrorVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenErrorVp); }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenFuzzyThreVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenFuzzyThreVp) ; }
else (
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenFuzzyThreVp) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenGroupVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenGroupVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenGroupVp); }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenConnectPaneVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenConnectPaneVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenConnectPaneVp) ; )








if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenSavePanelVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenSavePanelVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenSavePanelVp) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenSavePane2Vp) ) (
DRAWBOX (ScreenSavePane2Vp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenSavePane2Vp) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenAddNoiseVp) ) {
DRAWBOX (ScreenAddNoiseVp) ; }
else {
REFRESHBOTTON (ScreenAddNoiseVp) ; }
if (IS_IN_VP( Event.Location, ScreenNoiseLevelVp) ) (
DRAWBOX (ScreenNoiseLevelVp); }
else {










char buf [256] ;
White = GfxRGBToIndex ( 255, 255, 255);
Black = GfxRGBToIndex ( 000,000,000);
Yellow= GfxRGBToIndex ( 250,250,00);
DarkGray - GfxRGBToIndex ( 100, 100, 100);
Red = GfxRGBToIndex ( 180,00,00);
DarkRed - GfxRGBToIndex ( 110,0,0);
Gray
= GfxRGBToIndex ( 150, 150, 150);
Green = GfxRGBToIndex ( 0, 200, 0) ;
GfxGetScreenViewport (FullScreenVp.ll, FullScreenVp.ur) ;
DVResetTextSizes () ; ResetCharBoxSizes () ;
/* Compute interface layout */




































/* Initialize the display */
GfxSetBackColor (Gray) ; GfxErase ( ) ;
sprintf (buf, "Threshold: %3.2f", ALPHA_C0T) ;
/* Draw the buttons */
DRAWBUTTON (ScreenQuitVp, "Quit", Red) ;
DRAWBOTTON (ScreenConnectPaneVp, "Connect Panes", Red) ;




DRAWBOTTON (ScreenFuzzyThreVp, buf. Red) ;
DRAWBOTTON (ScreenSelectVp, "Select", Red);
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DRAWBOTTON (ScreenSelectWholeVp, "SelectWhole", Red);
DRAWBOTTON (ScreenLoadFileVp, "Load File", Red);
DRAWBOTTON (ScreenSavePanelVp, "Save Panel", Red);




DRAWBOTTON (ScreenNoiseLevelVp, "Noise Level", Red);
sprintf (buf, "Error Rate: %3.2f", err);
DRAWBOTTON (ScreenErrorVp, buf. Red);
DRAWSLOT (ScreenHSlotVp) ;
DRAWSLOT (ScreenVSlotVp) ;
/* Draw the lines */
DisSetTransform( ImageVp, ScreenImageVp, KBV_YES) ;
DrawLine (lseg, NumLine, ScreenSize, ScreenImageVp) ;
DisSetTransform( ImageVp, 4ScreenlmageVpl, KBV_YES) ;
DrawLine (nlseg, nNumLine, ScreenSize, 4ScreenlmageVpl) ;
}







DisSetTransform(imr, gr, KBV_YES) ;
REFRESHVP( *gr) ;
for (i=0; Knl; i++)
{
le=l[i];












GfxSetForeColor ( Red ) ;
for (i=0; Knl; i++)
{
le-l[i];





























TCB_DOCDMENTATION( "fuzzy grouping algorithms");
TCB_PARAM_IN (TokensetFile, KBV_TOKENSET_FILE,
(Documentation: "Name of Input Tokenset File"));
TCB_PARAM_IN (NewTokenFile, KBV_TOKENSET_FILE,
(Documentation: "Name of Output Tokenset File"));
TCB_PARAM_IN (tmptokenfile, KBV_TOKENSET_FILE,
(Documentation: "Name of Output Tokenset File"));
TCB_PARAM_IN (tmptokensetname, KBV_STRING,
(Documentation: "Name of Tokenset"));
TCB_PARAM_IN (TokensetName, KBV_STRING,
(Documentation: "Name of Tokenset"));
TCB_PARAM_IN(alpha_cut, KBV_FLOAT,
(Documentation: "Fuzzy Threshold"));
TCB_PARAM_IN (ImageVp , KBV_RECTANGLE ,
(Documentation : " Image Size" ) ) ;








SETVP (ScreenSize, ImageVp->ll.x, ImageVp->ll.y, ImageVp->ur.x,
ImageVp->ur.y) ;
read_line(TokensetFile, nl, 4Line);
init_group (4Line, ImageVp, 4ScreenSize, nl) ;
fuzzy_group(Line, ALPHA_COT, ScreenSize, 4NumLinefit, Linefit) ;
tranlfchaintoline (Linefit, NumLinefit, NL, 4nLine) ;
filename- (KBV_STRING ) MALLOC (strlen (*NewTokenFile) ) ;
filename- *NewTokenFile;


























static int xsize, ysize, width, height;









KBV_FLOAT ConicParam[2]={0. 4, 0.6);













make_list (width, height, 1, NumLine, list, ln) ;
line_gridrange (ScreenViewport.il, ScreenViewport .ur, SScreenRange) ;
pre_group(l) ;
delete_line(0BS0L0TE, NumLine, 1);
reset_line (1, NumLine, INITIAL);
free_list (list. In, width, height);
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void fuzzy_group(LINE *1, KBV_INTEGER nl, KBV_FLOAT alpha_cut,




KBV_FCHAIN *lc, *lf, **lfChain;







line_gridrange (ScreenViewport.il, ScreenViewport .ur, SScreenRange)
IfChain- (KBV_FCHAIN * * )MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_FCHAIN * ) ) ;
ic- (KBVJENTEGER *) CALLOC (nl, sizeof (KBV_INTEGER) ) ;
for (y-ScreenRange.ll.y; y<-ScreenRange.ur.y; y++)
for (x-ScreenRange.ll.x; x<-ScreenRange.ur.x; x++)
for (i-0; i<ln[y][x]; i++)
{
li-list[y][x][i];
if (l[li] .label '-INITIAL) continue;
if (l[li] .length < LENGTHTHRE) continue;

















line_merge(li, 1, lc, ic) ;
linef_fit (lc, lf ) ;
IfChain [pindex++] -If ;
IfChain- (KBV_FCHAIN
**)realloc(lfChain, (pindex+1) *sizeof (KBV_FCHAIN *));







void line_merge (KBV_INTEGER li,LINE *1,KBV_FCHAIN **lg,KBV_INTEGER **icc)
{





KBV_POINT np [ 4 ] , *p;
KBV_FPOINT fp [ 2 ] , fpO ;




fval-IsrCreateFChain(NOLL, 1, KBV_FALSE) ;
search_grid_range (1 [li] , lrange) ;
if ( !range_intersect (4ScreenRange, 4lrange, linerange) ) return;
for (yl-linerange.ll.y; yl<-linerange.ur.y; yl++)
for (xl-linerange.ll.x; xl<-linerange.ur.x; xl++)
for (k-0; k<ln[yl] [xl] ; k++)
{
lk-list [yl] [xl] [k];
if (1 [Ik] .label! -INITIAL) continue;
if (1 [Ik] .length < LENGTHTHRE) continue;
if (lk==li) continue;
ls.pl .x-1 [Ik] .pl.x;
ls.pl.y-l[lk].pl.y;
Is. p2. x-1 [Ik] .p2.x;
ls.p2.y-l[lk] .p2.y;
if ( !line_inside (4ls, 4ScreenViewport) )
continue;
set_line(4l[li], l[lk], p) ;
od-oren_dif (1 [li] . slope, 1 [Ik] . slope) ;
md=min_dis (p, til, ti2) ;
pd-(p_disi(l [li].pl, l[li].p2,l[lk].pl)+
p_disi (1 [li] .pi, 1 [li] .p2, 1 [Ik] .p2) ) /2;
d [0 ] =oren_mem (od) ;
d [ 1 ] =md_mem (md) ;
d [2 ] =pd_mem (pd) ;
fpO.x- min_val (d, 3, t);
fpO.y- Ik;
fval-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (fval, index++, fp0);
}
lp- (KBV_FL0AT * ) CALLOC ( index , sizeof (KBV_FL0AT ) ) ;
for (i=0; Kindex; i++)
lp[i]-fval->Points[i] .x;























FREE ( (KBV_FLOAT *)lp);
if (fuzzy_val>-ALPHA_COT)
{








lf-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (If , pi++, fp[0]);




lf-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (If , 0, fp[0]);
lf-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (If , 0, fp[l]);
}
1 [Ik]. label- TRAVELLED;
label=l[lk] .label;
depth++;









fp[0] .x-1 [Ik] .pl.x;
fp[0] .y-1 [lk].pl.y;




lf-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (If , 0, fp[0]);
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lf-IsrFChainInsertPoint(lf, 0, fp[l]);
1 [Ik]. label- TRAVELLED;
label-l[lk] .label;
depth++;





void pre_group (LINE *1)
{
int x, y, i;
for (y-ScreenRange.ll.y; y<-ScreenRange.ur.y; y++)
for (x=ScreenRange.ll.x; x<=ScreenRange.ur.x; x++)
for (i-0; i<ln[y][x]; i++)
{
if (1 [list [y] [x] [i] ] . label ! -INITIAL) continue;
line_overlap (x, y, i, 1);
}
}
void line_overlap(int x, int y, int i, LINE *1)
{
int xl, yl, k;
KBV_RECTANGLE lr;
search_grid_range (1 [list [y] [x] [i] ] , lr) ;
for (yl-lr.ll.y; yl<-lr.ur.y; yl++)
for (xl-lr.ll.x; xl<-lr.ur.x; xl++)
for (k-0; k<ln[yl] [xl] ; k++)
{
if (1 [list [y] [x] [i] ] .label! -INITIAL) continue;
if (1 [list [yl ] [xl] [k] ] .label! -INITIAL) continue;
if (list[yl] [xl] [k]list[y] [x] [i]) continue;
if (deter_overlap(l[list[y] [x] [i]] ,l[list[yl] [xl] [k]]))




KBV_LOGICAL deter_overlap (LINE *L1, LINE *L2)
{
float err, maxd, pd, od;
KBV_P0INT p[4] , *lp;
int il, i2, x, y;
lp= (KBV_P0INT *)p;
set_line(Ll, L2, lp);
od-oren_dif (Ll->slope, L2->slope) ;
od-oren_scale (od, min (Ll->length, L2->length) ) ;
pd- (p_disi (Ll->pl , Ll->p2 , L2->pl ) +p_disi (Ll->pl , Ll->p2 , L2->p2) ) /2 ;
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err-ALPHAl *od+ALPHA2*pd;
if (err>THRESHOLDl) return (KBV_FALSE) ;




























L2->pm. x- (L2->pl .x+L2->p2 .x) /2;
L2->pm.y-(L2->pl.y+L2->p2.y) /2;
L2->slope-get_islope (L2->pl , L2->p2 ) ;
L2->length-dis (L2->pl , L2->p2 ) ;
return (KBV TROE) ;
return (KBV FALSE) ;
}
void search_grid_range (LINE *L, KBV_RECTANGLE *R)
(
int xl, yl, sx, sy, ex,ey;
float sine, cose;
cose -1/sqrt (l+pow(L->slope, 2.0));











R->ur.x-( (ex)<width) ?(ex) :width-l;
R->ur.y- ( (ey)<height) ? (ey) :height-l;
return;
}
void set_partline (LINE *1, KBV_INTEGER nl, KBV_FCHAIN *c, KBV_INTEGER lpos,
KBV_FCHAIN **llf, KBV_INTEGER *NL, KBV_INTEGER **icc)
{




lf-IsrCreateFChain(NOLL, 1, KBV_FALSE) ;
reset_line(l, nl, TRAVELLED);
ic- (KBV_INTEGER *) MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_INTEGER) ) ;





findline_frompoint (1, p, tindex) ;
1 [index] .label-INITIAL;
ic[n++]- index;
ic- (KBV_INTEGER *) realloc (ic, (n+1) *sizeof (KBV_INTEGER) ) ;
fp[0] .x-1 [index] .pl.x;
fp[0] .y-1 [index] .pl.y;
fp[l] .x-1 [index] .p2.x;
fp[l] .y-1 [index] .p2.y;
lf-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (If , j++, tfp[0]);












for (i-k; i<k+nlf->NumPoints; i++)





void error_rate (KBV_FCHAIN **lf, KBV_INTEGER nlf, KBV_INTEGER *lfi,
KBV_INTEGER nsl, KBV_INTEGER *lsi, KBV_INTEGER *ol, KBV_FL0AT *er)
{




lp- (KBV_FLOAT *) CALLOC (nsl, sizeof (KBV_FLOAT) ) ;
np- (KBV_INTEGER * ) CALLOC (nsl , sizeof (KBV_INTEGER) ) ;







error- fabs (nsl-lp[t] ) /nsl;
*ol- np[t];
*er error;
FREE ( (KBV_INTEGER *)np);
FREE ( (KBV_FLOAT *)lp);
void findline_frompoint(LINE *1, KBV_POINT p, KBV_INTEGER *li)
{
KBV_INTEGER k, Ik, x, y, xO, yO, j-0;







search_pointrange (xO, yO, 2, fipr) ;
for (y=pr.ll.y; y<=pr.ur.y; y++)
for (x-pr.ll.x; x<pr.ur.x; x++)
for (k-0; k<ln[y][x]; k++)
{
lk-list [y] [x] [k];
dO-p_disi (1 [Ik] .pi, 1 [Ik] .p2, p) ;










void search__pointrange (int xO, int yO, int offset, KBV_RECTANGLE *R)
{








R->ur.x-( (ex)<width) ?(ex) :width-l;
R->ur.y- ( (ey)<height) ? (ey) :height-l;
return;
}





















nc-IsrCreateFChain (p [il ] , 1 , KBV_FALSE) ;
if (!linef_intersect (p[0] ,p[l] ,p[2] ,p[3] , p0) )
{
nc-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, p[5-i2]);
nc-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, p[5-i2]);




nc-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, p0) ;
ncIsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, p0) ;




p [ 0 ] . x=nc->Points [ j -2 ] . x;
p[0] . y=nc->Points [ j-2] .y;
p[l] .x=nc->Points [ j-1] .x;





max_disf(p, fiil, &i2) ;
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if (! linef
_intersect(p[0],p[l] ,p[2] ,p[3 , pO) )
{
IsrFChainDeletePoint (nc, j) ;
nc-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, p[5-i2]);
nc-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, fip[5-i2]);




IsrFChainDeletePoint (nc, j) ;
nc-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, fipO) ;
nc-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (nc, j++, fipO) ;















































































void init_group (LINE **L, KBV_RECTANGLE *ImageSize, KBV_RECTANGLE
?ScreenSize, KBV_INTEGER *nl);
void fuzzy_group(LINE *1, KBV_INTEGER nl, KBV_FL0AT alpha_cut,
KBV_RECTANGLE *ScreenSize, KBV_INTEGER *nlf, KBV_FCHAIN ***lp,
KBV_INTEGER **lip) ;
void line_merge (KBV_INTEGER li, LINE *1, KBV_FCHAIN **lg, KBV_INTEGER **icc) ;
void pre_group (LINE *1);
void line_overlap(int x, int y, int i, LINE *1);
KBV_LOGICAL deter_overlap(LINE *L1, LINE *L2);
void linef_fit (KBV_FCHAIN *c, KBV_FCHAIN **cc) ;
void setjpartline (LINE *1, KBV_INTEGER nl, KBV_FCHAIN *c, KBV_INTEGER lpos,
KBV_FCHAIN **llf, KBV_INTEGER *NL, KBV_INTEGER **icc) ;
void error_rate (KBV_FCHAIN **lf, KBV_INTEGER nlf, KBV_INTEGER *lfi,
KBV_INTEGER nsl, KBV_INTEGER *lsi, KBV_INTEGER *ol, KBV_FLOAT *er) ;
void findline_frompoint (LINE *1, KBV_POINT p, KBV_INTEGER *li) ;
void search_grid_range (LINE *L, KBV_RECTANGLE *R) ;
void search_pointrange (int xO, int yO, int offset, KBV_RECTANGLE *R) ;
float oren_scale (float odif, float len);
float oren_mem (float od) ;
float pd_mem (float pd) ;




This routine creates the task of implementing the algorithm of edge linking and


















TCB_DOCOMENTATION( "Original image for grouping");
TCB_IMAGE_IN (Inlmage, (Documentation: "Original image"));
TCB_PARAM_IN ( ImageVp , KBV_RECTANGLE ,
(Documentation: "Image Size",
Default :"MakeRect(0, 0, IafGetI_XSize (Inlmage) -1, \
IafGetI_YSize (Inlmage) -1) ",
Constraint: "ImageVp->ll .x>-0".
Constraint: "ImageVp->ll.y>-0",
Constraint : "ImageVp->ur .x<IafGetI_XSize (Inlmage)
"
,
Constraint: "ImageVp->ur.y<IafGetI_YSize (Inlmage) ") ) ;
TCB_PARAM_IN (TokensetFile, KBV_TOKENSET_FILE,
(Documentation: "Name of Tokenset File"));
TCB_PARAM_IN (TokensetName, KBV_STRING,
(Documentation: "Name of New Tokenset"));
TCB_IMAGE_00T (Outlmage,
(Documentation: "Output Edge Label Image",
Name: Default : "V'LabellmV",
Description: Default: "V'Output Edge ImageV",
XSize: Default: "IafGetI_XSize (Inlmage) ",
YSize: Default: "IafGetI_YSize (Inlmage) ",
Datatype: Default : "IafGetI_Datatype (Inlmage)
"
,
ElementCount : Default: "IafGetI_ElementCount (Inlmage) ") ) ;
TCB_PARAM_OOT (NumLine, KBV_INTEGER,





read_img (ImageVp, Inlmage, Image) ;
el(4Image, ImageVp, &k, filine) ;
write_img (ImageVp, Outlmage, Image);





































void el (KBV_INTEGER ***Img, KBV_RECTANGLE *Ir, KBV_INTEGER *NumLine,
KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **L)
{
long k, i, j;












matrix (xsize, ysize, fimark) ;
init matrix (xsize, ysize, fimark);
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Chain- (KBV_FCHAIN **)MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_FCHAIN *) ) ;
for (y-0; y<ysize; y++)




if (y<(ysize-l) & x>0 44 x<(xsize-l))
{
if (Image [y] [x+1]Image [y] [x] 44
Image [y+1] [x-1]Image [y] [x]4




while ( Image [y ] [x]Image [y] [x-1] mark [y] [x] !-l) {
x++;







lpChain-IsrCreateFChain (fiptr, 1, KBV_FALSE) ;
PointIndex++;
mark[y] [x]-l;





Chain- (KBV_FCHAIN **) realloc (Chain,
(Index+1)*





init_matrix (xsize, ysize, 4 Image);
for (i-0; KIndex; i++)
for(j=0; j<Chain[i]->NumPoints; j++)
{







line- (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT * )MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT) ) ;
for (i=0; KIndex; i++)
{
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setup(0, Chain [i] ->NumPoints-l, i. Chain, firoot);














for (i-0; KMAXDIRECTION; i++)
{
if (b_fourKBVJTROE && i!-4)
continue;
x+=move_mat [i] [0] ;
y+=move_mat [i ] [ 1 ] ;
if (x<0| |y<0| |x>-xsize| |y>-ysize)
{
xmove_mat [i] [0] ;





if (Image [y] [x] != Image [y-move_mat [i] [1] ] [x-move_mat [i] [0] ] ||
mark[y][x]~1)
{
xmove_mat [i] [0] ;








Chain-IsrFChainlnsertPoint (Chain, Pointlndex, fiptr) ;
Point Index++;
markfy] [x]=l;









deviation (kO, kl, i. Chain, fidev, 4k);











setup (kO, k-1, i. Chain, 6pp->llink) ;
if (k<kl-l)
setup (k, kl, i. Chain, pp->rlink);
1










line[i] .pl.x=Chain[pp->i] ->Points [pp->kO] .x;
line[i] .pl.y-ysize-Chain[pp->i] ->Points [pp->kO] .y-1;
line [i] .p2 .x-Chain [pp->i] ->Points [pp->kl] .x;
linefi] .p2.y-ysize-Chain[pp->i] ->Points [pp->kl] .y-1;
i++; *m-i;
line- (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT




travel (pp->llink, m. Chain, 11);
if (pp->rlink!=NOLL)
travel (pp->rlink, m. Chain, 11);
}





for (j-kO+l; j<kl; j++)
{
r-p_disf (Chain [i] ->Points [kO] , Chain [i] ->Points [kl] ,




























typedef struct trnode {
unsigned kO, kl, k, i;
float dev;
struct trnode *llink, *rlink;
) TRNODE;
void el (KBV_INTEGER ***Img, KBV_RECTANGLE *Ir, KBV_INTEGER *NumLine,
KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **L);
void fline (int x, int y, KBV_INTEGER **Image, KBV_FCHAIN **cc) ;
void travel (TRNODE **ptr,long *m, KBV_FCHAIN **Chain,KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **11);
void deviation (int kO, int kl, int i,KBV_FCHAIN **Chain, float *dev, int *k) ;
void setup (int kO, int kl, int i, KBV_FCHAIN **Chain, TRNODE **ptr);



















KBV_LOGICAL pointf_inside (KBV_FPOINT p, KBV_RECTANGLE *r)
{




void line_gridrange (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2, KBV_RECTANGLE *R)
{
R->11 . x-min (pi .x, p2 . x) /GRIDSIZE;
R->ll.y-min (pi .y, p2 .y) /GRIDSIZE;
R->ur.x=max(pl.x, p2.x) /GRIDSIZE;
R->ur.y=max(pl.y, p2 .y) /GRIDSIZE;
}


















if (rl->ll.x>r2->ur.x II r2->ll.x>rl->ur.x ||






r3->ur.x- min (rl->ur.x, r2->ur.x);
r3->ur.y- min (rl->ur.y, r2->ur.y);
return KBV TROE;
KBV_LOGICAL rangef_intersect (KBV_FRECTANGLE *rl, KBV_FRECTANGLE *r2,
KBV_FRECTANGLE *r3)
<
if (rl->ll.x>r2->ur.x II r2->ll.x>rl->ur.x ||






r3->ur.x= min (rl->ur.x, r2->ur.x);
r3->ur.y- min (rl->ur.y, r2->ur.y);
return KBV TROE;
KBV_LOGICAL rangejbelong (KBV_RECTANGLE *rl, KBV_RECTANGLE *r2)
{





void range_union (KBV_RECTANGLE *rl, KBV_RECTANGLE *r2, KBV_RECTANGLE *r3)
{
r3->ll.x-min (rl->ll.x, r2->ll.x) ;
r3->ll.y=min (rl->ll.y, r2->ll.y) ;
r3->ur.x=max (rl->ur.x, r2->ur.x);
r3->ur.y=max(rl->ur.y, r2->ur.y);
void rangef_union (KBV_FRECTANGLE *rl,
*r3)
KBV FRECTANGLE *r2, KBV FRECTANGLE
r3->ll.x-min (rl->ll.x, r2->ll.x) ;
r3->ll . y=min (r1->11 . y , r2->ll . y) ;
r3->ur.x=max(rl->ur.x, r2->ur.x);
r3->ur.y=max (rl->ur.y, r2->ur.y);
int ccw (KBV_FPOINT pO, KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2)
{




dx2-p2 . x-pO . x;
dy2-p2.y-p0.y;
if (dxl*dy2>dyl*dx2) return 1;
if (dxl*dy2<dyl*dx2) return -1;
if ((dxl*dx2<0) || (dyl*dy2<0)) return -1;
if ((dxl*dxl+dyl*dyl) < (dx2*dx2+dy2*dy2) ) return 1;
return 0;
}
KBV_LOGICAL intersect (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *11, KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *12)
{
return ( ( (ccw(ll->pl, Il->p2, 12->pl) *ccw(ll->pl, ll->p2, 12->p2))<-0)
44 ((ccw(12->pl, 12->p2, ll->pl)*ccw(12->pl, 12->p2, ll->p2) ) <-0) ) ;
)




KBV_LINE_SEGMENT 1e [ 4 ] ;
KBV_FPOINT pO, p[2];
int i, k, ok-0;






















for (i-0; i<4; i++)
{
if (intersect (file [i] , 1))
<
if (!linef_intersect(le[i] .pl,le[i] .p2,l->pl,l->p2, fipO))
continue;
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else if (pointf_inside(l->p2, r) )
{
if (pO.xl->p2.x & p0.y~l->p2.y)
continue;
























KBV_LOGICAL linef_intersect (KBV_FPOINT pll,KBV_FPOINT pl2,KBV_FPOINT
p21,KBV_FPOINT p22,KBV_FPOINT *p)
{
float ml, m2, bl, b2, a;
KBV_FRECTANGLE rl, r2, r;
ml=get_fis lope (pll, pi2) ;
m2get_fislope (p21, p22) ;
if (ml!=0)
{
a- (ml -m2 ) /ml ;












linef (pi1, pl2, firl);
linef_range(p21, p22, r2) ;
rangef_union (firl, &r2, fir);
if (pll.x~pl2.x)
{


























if (p->x<r.ll.x | | p->y<r.ll.y | | p->x>r.ur.x | | p->y>r.ur.y)
return KBV_FALSE;
return KBV TROE;
KBV_LOGICAL line_in (LINE *L, KBV_RECTANGLE *R)
{
KBV_RECTANGLE r, rl;
line_range (L->pl , L->p2, fir);
return (range_intersect (fir, R, firl));
}
















for (i=0; K(*nl); i++)





void reset_line (LINE *L, KBV_INTEGER nl, int label)
{
KBV_INTEGER i;










for (i=0; K(*nl); i++) {


















1- (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *) CALLOC (nl, sizeof (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT) ) ;













L=(LINE *) CALLOC (nl, sizeof (LINE) ) ;
for (i-0; Knl; i++)
{




L[i] .pm.x-(L[i] .pl.x+L[i] .p2.x)/2;
L[i].pm.y-(L[i] .pl.y+L[i] .p2.y) /2;
L[i].length-dis(L[i] .pi, L[i] .p2);





void tranlfchaintoline (KBV_FCHAIN **lf, KBV_INTEGER nlf, KBV_INTEGER *nl,
KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **NewLine)
(
KBV_INTEGER i, j, index;
KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *L;
L= (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *) MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT) ) ;
index-0;
for (j=0; j<nlf; j++)
for (i-0; Klf [ j] ->NumPoints; i+-2)
{
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L[index] .pi .x-lf [ j] ->Points [i] .x;
L[index] .pl.y-lf [ j]->Points [i] .y;
L [index] .p2.x-lf [ j] ->Points [i+1] .x;
L[index] .p2.y-lf [ j] ->Points [i+1] .y;
index++;
L- (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *)realloc(L,





void chaintoline (KBVJFCHAIN *lf ,KBV_INTEGER *nl,KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **NewLine)
{
KBV_INTEGER i, j, index;
KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *L;
L= (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *) MALLOC (sizeof (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT) ) ;
index0;
for (i-0; Klf->NumPoints; i+-2)
{
L [index] .pi .x-lf->Points [i] .x;
L[ index] .pi .y-lf->Points [i] .y;
L[index] .p2 .x-lf->Points [i+1] .x;
L[index] .p2 .y-lf->Points [i+1] .y;
index++;
L- (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT * ) realloc (L,





void make_list (int nx, int ny, LINE *L, KBV_INTEGER nl, KBV_INTEGER
****11, KBV_INTEGER ***lnum)
{
int i, x, y;
KBV_INTEGER ***1;
KBV_INTEGER **ln;
KBV_RECTANGLE 1 range ;
matrix (nx, ny. Sin) ;
init_matrix (nx, ny, ln);
init_list (nx, ny, &1);
for (i-0; Knl; i++)
{
line gridrange (L[i] .pi, L[i].p2, &1range ) ;
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for (y-lrange.ll.y; y<-lrange.ur.y; y++)
for (x-lrange.ll.x; x<-lrange.ur.x; x++)
{
l[y][x] [ln[y][x]++]-i;
1 [y] [x] - (KBV_INTEGER


















for (i-0; Kny; i++)
{






for (j-0; j<nx; j++)
{
















for (j-0; j<(*lnum) [y] [x] ; j++)





void free_list(KBV_INTEGER ***11, KBV_INTEGER **l,int nx, int ny)
{
int i, j;
for (j-ny-1; j>-0; j--)
{
FREE ( (KBV_INTEGER * * ) 11 [ j ] ) ;
}
FREE ( (KBV_INTEGER ***)11);
free_matrix(l, ny) ;
}
float oren_dif (float a, float b)
{
float c, cl, c2;
cl=fabs (atan (a) -atan (b) ) ;




float dis (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2)
{
float r, xl, x2;
xl=pl.x-p2.x;
x2=pl.y-p2.y;
r=sqrt (pow (xl ,2.0) +pow (x2, 2.0));
return r;
}
float disf (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2)
{
float r, xl, x2;
xl=pl.x-p2.x;
x2-pl.y-p2.y;
r-sqrt (pow (xl, 2 . 0) +pow (x2, 2 . 0) ) ;
return r;
}

















r-dis [ 0 ] ; *or-0 ;


















float min_dis (KBV_P0INT *p, int *il, int *i2)
{
int order;




















































float max_dis (KBV_POINT *p, int *il, int *i2)
{
int order;



















































r= (float) (pl.y-p2.y)/ (p2.x-pl.x) ;
return r;
}






r= (pi . y-p2 . y) / (p2 . x-pl . x) ;
return r;
}
float get_islope (KBV_P0INT pi, KBV_P0INT p2)
{
float r;
if (pi .xp2 . x)
r-9.9999e+10;
else
r= (float) (p2.y-pl.y)/ (p2.x-pl.x);
return r;
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float p_dis (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2, KBV_POINT p)
{
float r, slope, fac;
if (pl.xp2.x)
r- (float) abs (p.x-pl .x) ;
else
(
slope-get_slope (pi, p2) ;
fac-sqrt ( slope* slope+1) ;




float p_disf (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2, KBV_FPOINT p)
(
float r, slope, fac;
if (pl.xp2.x)
r-fabs (p.x-pl .x) ;
else
{
slope-get_fslope (pi , p2 ) ;
fac-sqrt ( slope* slope+1) ;




float p_disi (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2, KBV_POINT p)
{
float r, slope, fac;
if (pl.x-p2.x)
r= (float) abs (p.x-pl.x) ;
else
{
slope-get_islope (pi , p2 ) ;
fac-sqrt (slope*slope+l) ;





float p_disfi (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2, KBV_FPOINT p)
{
float r, slope, fac;
if (pl.xp2.x)
r-fabs (p.x-pl .x) ;
else
{
slope-get_fislope (pi, p2) ;





void read_img (KBV_RECTANGLE *Vp, IMAGE_PTR Im, KBV_INTEGER ***Image)
{
FunGetP_i GetPixel;
register int xd, sx, ex, yd, sy, ey;








GetPixel-IafGetPfun_gi (Im, BOONDERR) ;
matrix (xd, yd, 1);
for (i-sx; Kex+1; i++)
for (j-sy; j<ey+l; j++)
{




void write_img (KBV_RECTANGLE *Ir, IMAGE_PTR Om, KBV_INTEGER **Image)
{
FunSetP_i SetPixel;
register int xd, yd;
register long i, j;
xd-Ir->ur.x-Ir->ll.x+l;
yd=Ir->ur.y-Ir->ll.y+l;
SetPixel-IafSetPfun_gi (Om, BOONDERR) ;
for (j-0; j<yd; j++)
for (i-0; Kxd; i++)
(*SetPixel) (Om, i, j. Image [yd-j-1] [i] ) ;
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int read_line (KBV_TOKENSET_FILE *TokensetFile,KBV_INTEGER *N, LINE **L)
{












/* if (tokensetindex 0)
return -1; */
descrptr-IsrGetFeatureDescr (TokensetName, "ENDPOINTS") ;
if ( (descrptrNOLL) | | (descrptr->Type!-KBV_LINE_SEGMENT_DT) )
{







AllTokens-IsrCreateTss (TokensetName, 0) ;
IsrTssInsertAll (AllTokens) ;
Line- (LINE *)MALLOC (sizeof (LINE) ) ;
i-0;
for (tssindex-0; tssindex<AHTokens->NumEntries; tssindex++)
{
tokenindex-AllTokens->IndexList [tssindex] ;
FInfo-IsrGetFeaturellN (tokensetindex, tokenindex, "ENDPOINTS") ;
if (FInfo->Type!-KBV_LINE_SEGMENT_DT) continue;





Linefi] .pm.x-(Line[i] .pl.x+Line [i] .p2.x)/2;
Line[i] .pm.y-(Line[i] .pl.y+Line [i] .p2.y)/2j
Linefi] .length-dis (Line [i] .pi, Line[i] .p2).
Linefi] .slope-get_islope (Line [i] .pi, Line[i] .p2)
Line[i] .label-0;
i++;









void write_line (KBV_TOKENSET_FILE *TokensetFile,KBV_STRING *TokensetName,





IsrAddFeature(*TokensetName, "ENDPOINTS", KBV_LINE_SEGMENT_DT) ;
for (i-0; Knl; i++)
{
IsrDefineTokenll (tokensetindex, i) ;
IsrPutFeaturellN (tokensetindex, i, "ENDPOINTS",
KBV_LINE_SEGMENT_DT , fiL [i ] ) ;
}
IsrWriteTokenset (*TokensetFile, *TokensetName) ;
IsrDeleteTokenset (*TokensetName) ;
}



























for (j-0; j<ysize; j++)
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void free_matrix (KBV_INTEGER **buf, int ny)
{
int i;
for (i-ny-1; i>-0; i )
{
FREE ( (KBV_INTEGER * ) buf [i ] ) ;
}
FREE ( (KBV_INTEGER * * )buf) ;
}
void free_chain (KBV_FCHAIN **chain, int sy)
{
int i;
/* for (i-sy-1; i>-0; i++)
I srFreeFChain (chain [i ] ) ; */

























void read_img (KBV_RECTANGLE *Vp, IMAGE_PTR Im, KBV_INTEGER ***Image) ;
void write_img (KBV_RECTANGLE *Ir, IMAGE_PTR Om, KBV_INTEGER
** Image ) ;
int read_line (KBV_TOKENSET_FILE *TokensetFile,KBV_INTEGER *N, LINE **L);
void write_line (KBV_TOKENSET_FILE *TokensetFile,KBV_STRING *TokensetName,KBV_INTEGER
nl, KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *L) ;
void delete_linelen(int length, KBV_INTEGER *nl, LINE **LL) ;
void delete_line (int label, KBV_INTEGER *nl, LINE **LL);
void delete_pline(int label, KBV_INTEGER *nl, LINE ***LL);
void reset_line(LINE *L, KBV_INTEGER nl, int label);
void reset_pline (LINE **L, KBV_INTEGER nl, int label);
void linetolineseg(LINE *L, KBV_INTEGER nl, KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **11) ;
void linesegtoline (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *1, KBV_INTEGER nl, LINE **LL) ;
void chaintoline (KBV_FCHAIN *lf ,KBV_INTEGER *nl,KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **NewLine) ;
void tranlfchaintoline (KBV_FCHAIN **lf, KBV_INTEGER nlf, KBV_INTEGER *nl,
KBV_LINE_SEGMENT **NewLine) ;
void line_range(KBV_POINT pi, KBV_P0INT p2, KBV_RECTANGLE *R) ;
void linef_range (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2, KBV_FRECTANGLE *R) ;
void line_gridrange (KBV_P0INT pi, KBV_P0INT p2, KBV_RECTANGLE *R) ;
KBV_LOGICAL line_intersect (KBV_P0INT pll,KBV_POINT pl2,KBV_P0INT p21,
KBV_P0INT p22,KBV_POINT *p) ;
KBV_LOGICAL linef_intersect (KBV_FPOINT pll,KBV_FPOINT pl2,KBV_FPOINT p21,
KBV_FPOINT p22,KBV_FPOINT *p) ;
KBV_LOGICAL line_in (LINE *1, KBV_RECTANGLE *R) ;
KBV_LOGICAL line_inside (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *1, KBV_RECTANGLE *r) ;
int ccw (KBV_P0INT pO, KBV_P0INT pi, KBV_P0INT p2);
KBV_LOGICAL intersect (KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *11, KBV_LINE_SEGMENT *12) ;
KBV_LOGICAL pointf_inside (KBV_FPOINT p, KBV_RECTANGLE *r) ;
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KBV_LOGICAL range_intersect (KBV_RECTANGLE *rl, KBV_RECTANGLE *r2, KBV_RECTANGLE *r3) ;
KBV_LOGICAL rangef_intersect (KBV_FRECTANGLE *rl, KBV_FRECTANGLE *r2, KBV_FRECTANGLE
*r3) ;
KBV_LOGICAL range_belong (KBV_RECTANGLE *rl, KBV_RECTANGLE *r2) ;
void range_union (KBV_RECTANGLE *rl, KBV_RECTANGLE *r2, KBV_RECTANGLE *r3);
void rangef_union (KBV_FRECTANGLE *rl, KBV_FRECTANGLE *r2, KBV_FRECTANGLE *r3);
void matrix(int xsize, int ysize, KBV_INTEGER ***bufo );
void free_matrix (KBV_INTEGER **buf, int ny) ;
void init_matrix (int xsize, int ysize, KBV_INTEGER ***m) ;
void free_chain (KBV_FCHAIN **chain, int sy) ;
void make_list (int nx, int ny, LINE *L, KBV_INTEGER nl, KBV_INTEGER ****H,
KBV_INTEGER ***lnum) ;
void init_list (int nx, int ny, KBV_INTEGER ****11);
void delete_listpoint(int x, int y, int i, KBV_INTEGER ****11,KBV_INTEGER ***lnum);
void free_list (KBV_INTEGER ***11, KBV_INTEGER **1, int nx, int ny) ;
float oren_dif (float a, float b) ;
void set_line(LINE *11, LINE *12, KBV_POINT **lp) ;
float disf (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2) ;
float dis (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2) ;
float min_dis (KBV_POINT *p, int *il, int *i2);
float min_disf (KBV_FPOINT *p, int *il, int *i2) ;
float max_dis (KBV_POINT *p, int *il, int *i2);
float max_disf (KBV_FPOINT *p, int *il, int *i2);
float get_slope (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2) ;
float get_islope (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2);
float get_fslope (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2);
float get_fislope (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2) ;
float p_dis (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2, KBV_POINT p) ;
float p_disi (KBV_POINT pi, KBV_POINT p2, KBV_POINT p) ;
float p_disf (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2, KBV_FPOINT p) ;
float p_disfi (KBV_FPOINT pi, KBV_FPOINT p2, KBV_FPOINT p) ;
float min_val (float *dis, int num, int *or) ;
float max_val (float *dis, int num, int *or) ;
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